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Project Risk Management Practices: a Summary of Empirical Study Reports 

Budi Hartono – Industrial & Systems Engineering – NUS – Singapore - [boed@gadjahmada.edu] 

1. Introduction 

This brief report outlines a summary of empirical study reports on practices of project risk 

management (PRM).  

 

2. Sources:   

7 empirical studies and 2 other relevant reports, as follow: 

Number Author, Year Domain Location Methodology 

[1] 
Akintoye and 

MacLeod, 1997 
Construction industry UK Questionnaire 

[2] Shen, 1997 Building Contractors Hong Kong 
Questionnaire and 

Interview 

[3] Raz and Michael, 2001 
Software & High-tech 

industries 
Israel Questionnaire 

[4] Wood and Ellis, 2003 
Cost Consultant 

companies 
UK 

Semi-structured 

interview 

[5] 
Lyons and Skitmore, 

2004 
Construction Industry Queensland, 

Australia 
Questionnaire 

[6] Simu, 2005 Small Projects Sweden 
Semi-structured 

Interview 

[7] Tang et al., 2007 Construction Industry China 
Questionnaire, 

Interview & Case Study 

[8] 
Paté-Cornell & Dillon, 

2001 
NASA US 

[not a formal empirical 

study] 

[9] Apostolakis, 2004 Safety ‘--- 
[not a formal empirical 

study] 
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3. Some Key Findings : 

3.1.  Project Risk Management (PRM) – level of application 

3.1.1.  Current state of PRM 

 PRM uses few formal techniques  [1] 

 Limited application of various analytical techniques [2] 

 the use of formal PRM is low,  there is a lack of a systematic approach [6] 

 informal PRM [7] 

 PRM use is growing [4] 

 PRM use is moderate to high [5] 

 

3.1.2. Factors preventing applications of PRM 

 Lack of familiarity [1] [5], lack of understanding [1] [2], insufficient knowledge and 

experience [2] on applying  PRM 

 Resource constraints [5], especially time constraint [1] [2] [5] 

 Lack of data [1] [2] 

 

3.1.3.  Preferred approach 

a. General 

 Qualitative, guided by intuition, experience and judgment [1] [2] [4] [5] [6]. 

 Low contributions of tools in risk control [3], one speculation by the authors is that there 

is no effective tools in risk control 

b. During Risk Identification 

 Brainstorming [3] [5] [7] 

 

c. During Risk Assessment / Analysis 
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 Risk Impact assessment [3], Qualitative method [5],Joint evaluation [7] 

d. Risk Response Strategy 

 Risk Reduction [5] [7] 

 

3.2. Quantitative Methods  – level of application 

 Quantitative risk analysis is not preferred for estimation [2] 

 Quantitative method is less preferable to qualitative; however the score gap is closer than 

would be expected. It suggests an increase in the sophistication of PRM application among 

survey respondents over previous surveys [5]. 

 Decision tree, fault tree analysis & influence diagrams were reported to be seldom or not 

used at all [3].  

 One respondent ever uses Decision Tree, Event Tree, and Fault Tree [4]. 

 The use of Monte Carlo (MC) simulation for cost analysis is widespread.  MC is used at its 

simplest form (no interdependence, using triangular distribution, subjective judgment) due 

to practicability in the absence of statistical data [4] 

 Monte Carlo and some analytical tools (e.g. algorithm, decision analysis, decision trees) are 

in low usage [5] 

3.3. Computer-based analysis 

 the increased availability of computers do not appear to have made much impact on the 

tools being used [1] 

 the use of computers was found to be consistently lower in PRM than this in other project 

applications: cost accounting, databases, scheduling [5] 

  The use of computers and modeling techniques in risk analysis is seldom [7] 

3.4. Using more complex tools? 

 There is skepticism regarding the usefulness of complex risk analysis techniques. No 

mention of the usage of influence diagram, Neural Network and other complex tools [4]. 
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4. Discussions 

a. PRM practices may be growing in terms of quantity and advancement, it starts to gain support 

[5]; however level of sophistication on the PRM practices is pale in comparison to the 

advancement of the conceptual methods and tools. Reasons, in part, have been stated in 

Section 3.1.2. In essence, practitioners consider practicability.  

b. Advancement of PRM adoption: reflection from ‘Safety domain’ and NASA  

 according to [8] reflecting from safety domain:  ‘skeptical’  ‘pay attention’  ‘confidence’   

 according to [9] reflecting to NASA’s experience: ‘resistance’  ‘ad-hoc, partial use’  ‘ad-

hoc, comprehensive’  ‘routine procedure’ 

Empirical studies under observation suggest that the level of PRM practices within the observed 

systems (across different locations, time, and domains) is consistent: ‘skeptical’ or ‘resistance’. It 

means that PRM is lagging behind other domains such as ‘safety’ in applying risk concepts. 

c. Drivers on progression of PRM adoption 

 Government Regulations [8]. For instance, it is mentioned in [8] that US Nuclear regulations 

push the industry to adopt more advanced PRM approach. Current US level: ‘confidence’ 

while Foreign Nuclear operators: ‘pay attention’.  

 Business motivation: requirement by major clients or funding institutions [4] 

Different domains and locations may have different level of exposure.  

d. Quantitative risk analysis (QRA) is less preferred to qualitative methods and seldom used. Again, 

the reasons can be referred back to Section 3.1.2. In addition, since most QRA needs computer 

aid, [5] citing [10] mentions that computer-based risk management programs 'have not yet 

been developed into commonplace tools of project management in the same way as time 

management program have'. 

e. Practitioners are, to some extents,  aware of the contingent nature of PRM methods and tools;  

 ‘task complexity’  is  related to ‘PRM tools applications’ [3] 

 ‘Nature and complexity’ of project  influence ‘decision to take a PRM study’ [4] 

 Intuition and  judgment is used because there is no single best PRM techniques, choose the 

simplest [5]   
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5. Concluding Remarks 

a. It can be seen that there is a growing implementation of PRM; however a significant gap exists 

between theory and practice. ‘Practicability’ seems to be the main reason of project 

practitioners on deciding whether or not applying PRM as well as the complexity level of 

analysis should they decide to apply it. 

b. Compared to other domains (such as Nuclear safety practices), the use of risk concepts in 

project management is far lagging. The same impression can be seen by comparing PRM and 

risk analysis practices in NASA (mostly for reliability). Nevertheless, reflections on NASA and 

safety domain may provide an insight on the likely future direction of PRM advancement.   

6. Notes 

Limited scope of empirical studies under observation hinders generalization. Readers should take 

cautions on using key findings elaborated on Section 3 as well as following discussions on Section 4. 
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